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Abstract: We study English dictionaries of five subjects. We draw in the log scale, number of entries 
starting with an alphabet vs. rank of the alphabet, both normalised. We find that the graphs are closer to 

the curves of reduced magnetisation vs. reduced temperature for various approximations of Ising model. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Magnetisation and linguistics are two widely separated distinct areas of academic investigations. 

It was interesting to find a curve of magnetisation existing beneath a written natural language, 

[1].The author has studied the word (and verb, adverb, adjective) contents along the letters in a 
language. The letters were arranged in ascending order of their ranks from the rank one. The letter 

with the highest number of words starting with was taken as of rank one. For a natural language, a 

dictionary from it to English was a natural choice for that type of study. The author has found that 
behind each language which was subjected to study, there is a curve of magnetisation. From that 

the author has conjectured that behind any written natural language there are curves of 

magnetisation, for words, verbs, adverbs and adjectives respectively. The graphical law was found 

also to exist in the contemporary Chinese usages.  

In this work, we continue our search for the graphical law into various disciplines of knowledge. 

We describe how a graphical law is hidden within a subject in this article. In the next section, 

section II we describe our study and the results. In the section III, we conclude about the graphical 
law to be followed by acknowledgement section, section IV. In the section V, in the first 

subsection we present the data’s related to the subjects in the tabular form, in the second 

subsection we explain Ising model and the curve of magnetisations, in a nutshell, before 

presenting in the tabular form the data’s derived from different approximations of Ising model to 
be used in plotting the curves of magnetisations, in the third subsection.  

2. RESULTS 

We take the dictionary of five subjects,[2]-[6]. These are science, philosophy, sociology, law and 

construction. Then we count the independent entries, one by one from the beginning to the end, 

starting with different alphabets. For science, highest number of entries occurs for the alphabet C, 

lowest for Y. For philosophy, highest number of entries occurs for the alphabet C, lowest for X. 
For sociology, highest number of entries occurs for the alphabet S, lowest for Y. For law, highest 

number of entries occurs for the alphabet C, lowest for X. For construction, highest number of 

entries occurs for the alphabet S, lowest for X. Then, we assort the alphabets according to their 
rankings. For science, the alphabet C has the lowest rank one and the rank of the alphabet Y is 

twenty five. We take natural logarithm of both numbers of entries, denoted by f and the respective 

rank, denoted by k. k is a positive integer starting from one. Since each subject has an alphabet, 

number of occurances initiating with it being very close to one or, one, we attach a limiting rank, 
klim, and a limiting number of occurances for each subject. The limiting rank is just maximum 

rank (maximum rank plus one) if it is one (closet one) and the limiting number of entries, flim, is 

one. For science klim is twenty six, flim is one and fmax is one thousand one hundred fifty seven. As a 

result, when k varies from one to klim, f varies from fmax to one. In other words, varies from 
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one to zero with       changing from zero to one. Then we plot      against   . This 

is fig.1. We have plotted the points using gnu plot, availing of using facility. Data’s for each 

subject is appended at the end of the paper.  

On each plot we superimpose a reference curve. The reference curves are obtained from the 

magnetisation vs. temperature curves available from the theory of magnetisation, in particular, 
from the theory of using model. We strict, moreover, to the Bragg-Williams and Bethe-Peierls 

approximations of the model. A brief Introduction of the Ising model is given in the appendix. 

However, we observe that the points belonging to subjects are not matched with respective 
comparators fully in fig.1. We notice that the Bragg-Williams line in presence of little magnetic 

field is nearest fit to the resulting points for science, philosophy and construction. For sociology 

the comparator is Bragg-Williams line in absence of magnetic field. Bethe line for four 
neighbours is the relevant curve for law.  

Naturally, we try doing higher order normalisations with lnfnextmax, lnfnextnextmax, lnfnextnextnextmax and 

try to see whether fits improve and if so whether two consecutive fits agree. We do it in the 

following way. We ignore the letters with the highest number of occurances and redo the plot, 
normalising the lnfs with next-to-maximum lnfnextmax, and starting from k = 2. The resulting points 

come closer to the reference magnetisation curves. We observe, in fig.2, that points for the subject 

sociology now align with Bragg-Williams line in presence of little magnetic field whereas, for 
construction, new reference line is γ =4.1 Bethe curve. We then ignore the letters with the highest 

and next highest number of occurrences and redo the plot, normalising the lnfs with next-to-next-

to-maximum lnfnextnextmax, and starting from k =3. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Vertical axis is        and horizontal axis is     . The + points stands for the subject 

represented by the titles. For law the reference curve is Bethe line for four neighbours. For sociology the 

comparator is Bragg-Williams line in absence of magnetic field. For the rest the fit curve is Bragg-Williams 

in presence of little magnetic field.  

We see, in the fig.3, that points come closer for the subject sociology to Bethe line for γ = 4. For 

construction, reference line remains γ =4.1 Bethe curve, with points coming closer. Looking for 
better fits, we then ignore the letters with the highest, next highest number and next to next 

highest number of occurances and redo the plot, normalising the lnfs with next-to-next-to-

maximum lnfnextnextnextmax, and starting from k =4. For sociology Bethe line for γ =4 

continues to be the reference line, albeit closer, in the fig.4. For construction, points have veered 
liitle bit towards Bethe line for γ =4.2 though the degree of fitness has decreased. For the subject 

construction, Bethe line for γ =4.1 in fig.3 has got the best visual fit. For science, successive 
normalisations have brought the points closer and closer to Bethe line for γ =4.05 in fig.2 → fig.4. 

Similarly, For philosophy, successive normalisations have gotten the points closer and closer to 

Bethe line for γ =4 in fig.2 → fig.4. Whereas, for law, successive normalisations have aligned the 
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points closer and closer to Bethe line for γ = 4 in fig.1 → fig.4.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Vertical axis is and horizontal axis is  .The + points are for the subject in the 

titles. The Bethe lines are the reference curves for law and philosophy with γ = 4, for science with γ =4.05 

and for construction with γ =4.1. For sociology, the fit curve is Bragg-Williams in presence of little 

magnetic field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The + points represent the subjects as represented by the titles. Vertical axis is  and 

horizontal axis is . The Bethe lines are the reference curves for law, philosophy and sociology with γ = 

4, for science with γ =4.05 and for construction with γ =4.1.  
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Figure 4. The + points represent the subjects as represented by the titles. Vertical axis is  

and horizontal axis is . The Bethe lines are the reference curves for law, philosophy and sociology with 

γ = 4, for science with γ =4.05 and for construction with γ =4.2.  

3. CONCLUSION 

From the figures (fig.1-fig.4), we observe that there are curves of magnetisation, behind each 

subject, enabling us to put the five subjects, depending on the best visual fits, in the following 

classification.  

Science Philosophy Sociology Law Construction 

Bethe (4.05) Bethe(4) Bethe(4) Bethe(4) 
Bethe(4.1) 

 

In other words, we conclude that the graphical law exists beneath the subjects, [2]-[6]. The 
associated correspondences are    

 

 
                      
 

 
                       

Moreover, k corresponds to temperature in an exponential scale,[7].As temperature decreases, i.e. 
lnk decreases, f increases. The alphabets which are recording higher entries compared to those 

which have lesser entries are at lower temperature. As a subject expands, the alphabets which get 

enriched more and more, fall at lower and lower temperatures. This is a manifestation of cooling 

effect, as was first observed in [8], in another way.  
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APPENDIX  

Data’s  

Science  

 

Philosophy  
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Sociology  

 
 

Construction  
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Law  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Reduced magnetisation vs. reduced temperature for Bragg Williams (lower two curves, outer one 

in presence of magnetic field, c =0.01), Bethe (upper lines, for γ =4, 4.05, 4.1, 4.2, outward). Vertical axis 

refers to reduced magnetisation and horizontal axis represents reduced temperature.  

 MAGNETISATION  

We give a brief introduction to the magnetisation curves of Ising model. Ising model is a classical 
model of lattice of interacting spins at a particular ambient temperature. Each spin has a magnetic 

moment associated with it. The net magnetic moment of the lattice is referred to as the 

magnetisation. For an Ising model, in Bragg-Williams approximation ([9], [10]), spontaneous 
magnetisation per lattice site, in unit of Bohr magneton, or, reduced spontaneous magnetisation,   

 is 0.   Ranges from zero to one in magnitude. Variation of magnetisation with reduced 

temperature, , is given by  

 

                                                                                                                  (1) 
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Plot of  vs. is used as reference curve. In the presence of magnetic field, c ≠0, the curve bulges 

outward. Bragg-Williams is a Mean Field approximation. In an approximation scheme which is 

improvement over the Bragg-Williams, due to Bethe-Peierls, [9], reduced magnetisation varies 

with reduced temperature, for γ neighbours, as  

 

                                                                 (2)                                                                              

                                          

The curves relevant for our study are shown in figure, fig.5. We use equations (1) and (2) to 
generate magnetisation vs temperature tables given here. We plot the tables and obtain the curves 

of magnetisation. For a snapshot of different kind of magnetisation curves for magnetic materials 

the reader is urged to give a Google search” reduced magnetisation vs. reduced temperature 

curve”.  

Reduced Magnetisation Vs Reduced Temperature Data’s  

BW stands for reduced temperature in Bragg-Williams approximation, calculated from the 

equation (1). Bethe (4) represents reduced temperature in the Bethe-Peierls approximation, for 
four nearest neighbours, computed from the equation (2). The data set is used, partly, to plot fig.5. 

Empty spaces in the table mean corresponding point pairs were not used for plotting a line.  
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